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ABSTRACT
The great development of science and technology promotes the innovation and development of various industries and the continuous replacement drives many traditional industries to embark on the innovation road. Under this situation, smart finance stands out from the traditional finance industry and brings great influence on people’s life. The paper introduces the concept, development situation and the application cases of the smart finance and displays some ideas about its future development.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of internet technology, many new industries and innovation projects appear correspondingly, which can promote to provide better service for people. The traditional finance that can only provide deposit, loan and settlement services can only meet people’s daily demands. In the past, people have to go to bank to complete related business, which will need long time and much effort and the process is very complicated. However, nowadays, people can complete basic transfer, deposit and other businesses easily by moving their figures while they are sitting at home. Undoubtedly, this change is caused by the rapid development of internet, and the active innovation and combination of internet and finance enterprises. It is until recent years that the concept of “smart finance” starts to appear in people’s life and it furtherly optimizes the original services based on the old internet finance. It provides more convenient application condition for the public, provides safer protection for user’s interest and benefits, can save labor cost for finance enterprises and promote the AI to come into people’s life gradually. These benefits determine that the development momentum of smart finance cannot be underestimated and determine that the smart finance can break the operation models of traditional finance industry in very short time. The smart finance is greatly favored by the public. There is no doubt that smart finance will become the further study and development direction of future finance industry and will become the hot point in academic field and intelligent practice direction. It is also the finance development trend that I am interested in. Therefore, in the following part, I am going to start a series of introductions around smart finance so that you can have a further understanding of it.

2. The Concept of Smart Finance
Although smart finance has already influenced all aspects of our daily life, there must be someone who are not familiar with its concept yet. Thus, hereby I would like to give a brief introduction. Smart finance is a kind of new finance format that can change the service mode of traditional finance industry by relying on the internet of things and by applying the information technologies like big data, cloud computing and internet of things. It can change the customer experience, business procedure, organization structure, monitor and risk control mode. It can bring smoother monetary circulation, more convenient finance service, more personalized customer experience, more effective risk control and higher ability to serve the real economy (Song Zhixiu, 2020).

Same as traditional finance, smart finance does not change the essence of finance. The difference is that smart finance has the “smart” attribute and has the distinct characteristics of the high intelligence, popularization, precision, personalization, customization of finance products and services. In addition, the smart finance has great advantages in the aspects of improving finance efficiency, decreasing finance cost, optimizing finance service, preventing finance risk, improving the finance popularization ability. What’s more, smart finance uses robots, systems or platforms to replace human service, which can reduce the labor investment in traditional finance. It drives the traditional finance to transform and upgrade its operation mode and to improve the smart attribute of its finance products and services so as to provide customers with more qualified and competitive service (Han Zhixiong, Feng Xuefen, Zhao Quan, 2018).

In conclusion, in the competition between smart finance and traditional finance, smart finance wins mainly because of its smart attribute.
3. The Development Process and Current Situation of Smart Finance

The development of smart finance is closely related with the development of cutting-edge information technology. The development and application of big data, intelligence and other information technology in related smart investment products and services in United States is leading the world. Based on the data information disclosed by Statista, the smart investment and management property in United States reached 224,820 million dollars in 2017 and will reach 509,555 million dollars in 2021. The compound annual growth rate is 29.3% (Han Zhixiong, Feng Xuefen, Zhao Quan, 2018).

China’s smart finance is started later than other countries. Since the year 2016, GF Fund Merchant firstly launched the smart investment product called “Jizhi Finance Management” and then China Merchants Bank launched the “Mojie Smart Investment” product. Then, other banks and institutions began to launch a series of smart finance investment management products. In addition, during the enterprises’ self-exploration process, China government launched the promotion policy very late. In The development plan of the new generation of artificial intelligence published in July, 2017, the State Council formally proposed to develop smart finance, to create innovative smart finance products and services and to develop new formats of smart finance. The transformation of China’s traditional finance industry is started by letting the emerging technology of internet company to bring smart elements for the front-line finance business. The finance service branches also gradually adopted the smart service. In April, 2018, the first Chinese unmanned bank was established by Shanghai Branch of CCB. Only two smart robots worked in this bank and they could completely replace the bank tellers and service staff to complete the single or complicated counter business. Based on the biometric authentication, data collection technology, this smart technology can establish a highly smart service branch and can provide a completely self-service and smart platform for customers (Wang Linyue, 2020). While continuously combing the technology and finance together, the smart finance is also changing people’s life imperceptibly.

4. The Smart Finance Application Cases

I believe that most people know Tencent. Tencent gradually develops from chat and game software to the software that combines online payment, finance investment management and chat functions together, which not only greatly shortens the distance among people but also changes the travelling and payment methods of most people. Some time ago, a rumor that the Central Bank of China will stop printing money and China will come into the cash-free era causes heated discussion before it is refuted. Although it is confirmed that this is only a rumor, I am inspired to think about whether the cash-free era will really come or not. Since the mobile payment is popularized, people in most cities and even in the whole country can make the daily payments required in daily life or daily travelling process and fewer and fewer people will choose to carry cash. Compared with cash payment, mobile phone payment is more convenient and people can avoid the trouble of loosing money. In addition, it can avoid the troubles of checking money and giving changes. In this way, people can complete transaction by a simple scanning. As the enterprises have gradually improved the technology and finance functions, the finance investment management can be conducted easily by moving our figures. The popular financial investment management products like Yu’E Bao, Ling Qian Tong and other products can ensure users to use money freely. Users can withdraw the money at any time if they need, which will not affect their interest. This benefit inspires many people who do not have financial investment management experience to try invest spare money and to experience the delight brought by financial investment and management.

Han Kaichuang, the vice president of Tencent Financial Research Institute, once mentioned “In future, the financial technology will develop toward the smart finance direction, and with the deepening of technology application in finance industry, the financial service will move forward along the smart direction. This shall be realized by accurately satisfying users’ demands and experience demands and shall be realized based on the comprehensive application of various innovative technologies in the finance field ”. The “project of smart life solution” proposed by Tencent is carried out based on the basic WeChat payment application. By far, it has covered millions of offline stores and over 30 industries, and it has comprehensively covered all daily life scenes. In addition, it has also realized the smart connection of “people-information-service-scene” (Sun Bing, 2019).

Of course, Alibaba, a company that advances at an equal pace with Tencent, is unwilling to be left behind. As early as 2013, Alibaba created Yu’E Bao which can be called as the pioneer product of internet finance industry and it brings great impact on traditional finance industry, especially on the current deposit business of the bank. In the year 2014, Ant Financial was formally established and it covered Alipay, Zhima Xinyong, MYbank, Zhima Credit, Ant Fortune and other digital modules. By the year 2018, the user of Ant Financial has reached 600 million and its asset value exceeds 150 billion dollars within only 4 years. By then, it has become the largest leading enterprise in global internet finance industry (Chen Yicheng, 2020). Then, the credit-based borrow and return function appears correspondingly. Now, the portable battery lease devices, shared bikes, umbrella lease devices and other convenient devices are very common. To use these devices, the citizens need to register their real name information and then the credit scoring will be carried out correspondingly. The users with high credit score can enjoy the deposit-free service and the users’ borrow behavior will affect their credit score. It is the unconditional trust of enterprises on the Zhima Credit that promotes the birth of sharing industry, an industry that is convenient for our daily life.
Blockchain technology is originated from bitcoin. It is widely applied in credit certification, equity transaction and other fields owing to its own characteristics. It can not only realize the interaction of reliable information in an unreliable environment, but also has the innovative significance because of its technology decentralization, great convenience, security and transparency (Luo Huiyong, 2016). However, it also has safety problems. For example, once the user’s private key for information interaction is lost, it is unable to reset the information. Based on its decentralization nature, the third party can not mediate problems and the forced operation can not be realized. Therefore, the right and interest redistribution can only be realized after the two parties have reached consensus. In addition, the transaction time delay and resource waste problems are also its obvious defects that are difficult to solve. While analyzing from the blockchain application aspect, it can be seen that it can mainly be applied in three major directions: information security service, public credit service and financial transaction service.

5. Conclusion

The convenience brought by smart finance has deeply influenced people’s life. Therefore, people may be not familiar with its concept but must be very familiar with its application cases. Whiling bring people with great convenience, smart finance also has many problems. For instance, users’ information may be leaked, or asset security may not be guaranteed or some possible new criminal methods may appear based on smart finance. Thus, when enjoying the convenience created by smart finance, enterprises shall emphasize the risk control, establish valid prevention methods for information network, prevent lawbreakers obtaining improper benefits by hacker behaviors so as to avoid users to suffer information theft or property loss.

China’s finance industry is in a rapid development period and is continuously integrating with the whole world. The information management level of China finance industry’s sub-industries and the different institutions of all sub-industries is every uneven. However, generally speaking, the information application of China’s finance industry has reached the stage that data concentration, system integration and internet application can be realized and now it is striving forward to the service management stage. Under this situation, talent reserve has become the major task of this period. Thus, internally, we need to explore and cultivate the big data intelligent application experts that can master the technology and business knowledge. Externally, we need to expand the recruitment scope and introduce in the outstanding talents of this industry. In addition, enterprises shall actively seek for chances to cooperate with the research team of colleges and universities as well as financial science and technology enterprises and shall transfer the research results into the enterprises’ scientific innovation in time. Meanwhile, sharing the big data information among finance enterprises...
is also a good method to promote the development of the whole industry. The most important thing is that while establishing the correct smart finance development ideas and creating outstanding smart finance development environment, institutions shall make efforts to improve their competitiveness. Only by combing science and technology together with all kinds of finance industry chains can we establish the smart finance that can bring more convenience for people.
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